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In this paper, I propose that a choice in approaches to specialized
accreditation may benefit teacher education.  This choice is currently
represented by two different organizations for the accreditation of
teacher education programs, NCATE2 and TEAC.3  These two
organizations represent substantial differences in approaches to
accreditation, and thus serve as good examples of the kind of choice I
advocate here.  Others may argue that alternative approaches to
accountability and accreditation will do harm to teacher education.  The
voices for this position are usually heard in defense of NCATE, the older
and more senior of the two accreditation approaches.  In contrast to
these voices, I will argue that given the present course of educational
reform in the United States, an alternative conception of accreditation
holds considerable appeal to those whose vision of a democratic, civil
society is at odds with the vision implied by the current reform
movement.

In her seminal work, The Human Condition, Hannah Arendt says
that her task in that work is “nothing more than to think what we are
doing.”4  What I would ask us all to do as we engage in supporting or
defending one scheme of accountability over another is to think what
we are doing.  As I think about what we are doing in the currently
dominant schemes for the professionalization of teaching and the
accountability of educational institutions, I am concerned.  Indeed, more
than concerned.  I am deeply troubled.
 

What troubles me is the extent to which the authority for setting
the criteria and standards of our work as educators, for envisioning the
good and proper outcomes of our labors, is moving so relentlessly
upward.  When I say upward, I am referring to levels of government as
well as spheres of influence in state and national associations.  The shift
that is occurring today is away from sites where the actual work takes
place, away from schools and neighborhoods, campuses and
communities, to state or federal governments and to national
organizations and associations.
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The reform movements that impel this transfer of power and
authority are those that press for common subject matter standards5,
statewide or national assessments, statewide or national tests, national
goals, national curricula, standardized performance outcomes, and the
various provisions associated with the current teacher
professionalization movement.6  Much of what presently characterizes
our conceptions of accountability and accreditation in teacher education
is closely linked to these reform initiatives.  I want to pose the possibility
that these initiatives are leading us in a direction that is ultimately alien
to our most noble and prized conceptions of education and democracy.

When I think of what we are doing in these current reform
endeavors, two different, though related, consequences come to mind. 
The first is that we are diminishing the demands on all participants to
the educational process to act with the highest levels of intelligence in
the execution of their work.  Instead we are forming intellectual elites
that act on behalf of others, rather than enabling others to act on their
own behalf.  The second thing we are doing is weakening the “networks
of civic engagement”7 that produce the social capital essential to a
healthy democracy.  I hope that I can make myself clear on each of
these points.

On the matter of intelligence and whether our current approach to
accountability in teacher education distributes its exercise more broadly
or concentrates it among the few, one could have no better guide than
John Dewey.  Listen to his wonderful summary to chapter 8 of
Democracy and Education, where he is engaged in describing the nature
of an aim and how important it is for each of us to formulate the aims
for our actions.  An aim, says Dewey, “signifies that an activity has
become intelligent.”8  
 

A true aim is thus opposed at every point to an aim which
is imposed upon a process of action from without.  The
latter is fixed and rigid; it is not a stimulus to intelligence in
the given situation, but is an externally dictated order to do
such and such things. Instead of connecting directly with
present activities, it is remote, divorced from the means by
which it is to be reached.  Instead of suggesting a freer and
better balanced activity, it is a limit set to activity.  In
education, the currency of these externally imposed aims is
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responsible for the emphasis put upon the notion of
preparation for a remote future and for rendering the work
of both teacher and pupil mechanical and slavish.9

With these words, Dewey leaves no doubt where he stands on
initiatives that “decenter” teachers and their learners while “centering”
small elites that formulate aims, as well as standards, processes, and
procedures, then pass these “down” the hierarchies of government or
related organizations to site-level actors.  It is fascinating to note a
similar line of reasoning in no less an authority than John Stuart Mill,
who in is essay, “On Liberty,” wrote:
  

Though individuals may not do the particular things so well,
on the average, as the officers of government, it is
nevertheless desirable that it should be done by them,
rather than by the government, as a means to their own
mental education–a mode of strengthening their active
faculties, exercising their judgment, and giving them
familiar knowledge of the subjects with which they are thus
left to deal.10 

I believe that good systems of educational accountability should
be conceived in ways that make maximum demands on the intelligence
of teachers, teacher educators, school administrators, and district
governing authorities.11  Educational policies that foster such systems of
accountability are what Richard Elmore called “capacity enhancing,”
rather then “compliance-effecting.”12  Compliance-effecting policies are
regulatory in character.  Although such policies are occasionally
necessary, they carry a tremendous cost inasmuch as they typically
divert resources to surveillance and compliance assessment, and away
from problem-solving and inventive application.  In contrast, capacity-
enhancing policy downshifts complexity and control to the site level,
where it serves to promote and sustain dialogue and deliberation, and
thereby, as Mill says, “strengthen the active faculties” of those who are
most closely engaged in the work of educating teachers and children. 

The force of these ideas, as I understand them, is that a central,
moral obligation of those who are entrusted with accountability for the
education of children and their teachers is to ensure a policy
environment that promotes the exercise of intelligence at the “bottom”
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of our tables of organization, where teacher candidates and teacher
educators, and teachers and this nation’s children, are engaged in the
work of education.  It is, in my view, questionable whether this central,
moral obligation is met by the imposition of performance measures,
standards and outcomes, accompanied by “high stakes” assessment, all
of these impelled forward by national agencies and associations
earnestly seeking to join forces with the juridical powers of the state, so
that together they might lead us all to education’s mythical Elysian
Fields.

There is another way to think about what we are doing, another
way to create accountability to good means and good ends.  It is a
system of accountability that says something like this to the site-level
actors: You will be held accountable for what you believe it is right and
proper for you to do; we who serve as your external reviewers will audit
your performance to ascertain whether you have set forth clearly stated
and carefully grounded aims, whether you have acted on them in good
faith, and whether you have independent evidence of the success or
failure of your efforts.  We are not responsible, however, for supplying
you with aims, or demanding that you comply with aims obtained
elsewhere.  As rational, intelligent agents, you must take these steps. 
Our task is to assure ourselves that you have indeed taken these steps,
that you have done so in fiduciary relationship to those you serve, and
that you have established ways to keep from deceiving yourselves and
those you serve  about the consequences of your work.13

Were I to give a name to this form of accountability, I would call
it apple accountability.  No typo here; it is indeed “apple.”  The allusion
here is to the apple that Eve plucked from the tree of knowledge in the
Garden of Eden.  You may recall that eating this apple introduced evil to
humankind, but it was also what gave the species free will and
independent intelligence.14  Apple accountability calls on all participants
to the educational endeavor to bite into the apple of knowledge, thereby
becoming responsible for the exercise of intelligence as part and parcel
with the formation of aims, as Dewey would put it, and the exercise of
judgment, as Mill would put it.  Having gone this far, I would take the
corresponding step of referring to the contrasting form of accountability
as crown accountability.  The name comes from the fact that those held
accountable are subject to the aims and judgments of the crown, or an
authority similar to a crown, wherein it is presumed that we are
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sufficiently sure of what is right and good that a few are entitled to hold
all others accountable to it.

There are times and circumstances when crown accountability is
justified, even in free societies.  However, as already noted, it carries
large penalties for the cultivation of knowledge and judgment by those
subject to it.  This loss of opportunity to expand understanding and
enhance discernment is not the only cost.  There is another, one that
takes us directly to the democratic context for public education.

We all know that democracy, of the kind evident in the United
States, requires education.  All of us are familiar with the eloquent
arguments on this subject by Thomas Jefferson, Horace Mann, and
John Dewey, as well as more recently by such scholars as Benjamin
Barber,15 John Goodlad,16 and Kenneth Strike.17  What may be less
evident to many of us is that our democracy also requires associative
communities, also sometimes referred to as networks of civic
engagement.  These associative communities or networks arise to
deliberate and act on matters of common interest.  They are formed
around such things as neighborhoods, religious convictions, public
service, artistic endeavors, mutual aid societies, philanthropy,
educational specialties, occupational categories, and a myriad of other
factors in our society.  These associations are almost always voluntary,
and are not a part of the governing apparatus of a community, state, or
nation.18  One of the major values of these associations is that they
serve as sources of what Thomas Green has called “strong
normation,”19 which is basis for the formation of virtuous character and
high conscience.   

Among the most profound and critical occasions for the formation
of associative communities in U. S. society is the dialogue and
deliberation around education.  To the extent that this dialogue and
deliberation remains centered at the sites where education take place,
sites where children and teachers are taught, to that extent dialogue and
deliberation contribute to and sustain networks of civic engagement.  If
this dialogue and deliberation is “up-shifted” to higher levels of
government, to state and national arenas, to organizations whose
centers of power are far from the sites of teaching and learning,
dialogue and deliberation at local sites become correspondingly
unnecessary.  As dialogue and deliberation decline, so does associative
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community.  As associative community declines,  so does strong
normation.  In that decline is the decline of what we have come to know
as social capital.  Without rich enclaves for the production of social
capital, democracy itself is endangered.  If you have any doubt of this
result, you need only consult Robert Putnam’s brilliant study of civic
traditions in modern Italy to see what happens to democracy when
networks of civic engagement atrophy.20  

Systems of accountability and accreditation can be designed to
foster the growth of networks of civic engagement by ensuring that
sites where the work of education takes place are encouraged to meet,
deliberate, decide, act and judge.  These systems must be at pains to
“downshift” to local sites the burdens of discourse, the resolution of
differences, the formation of aims, and the determination of the
consequences for the choices made.  In so doing, these systems will
enable associative communities to arise and to flourish.  Moreover, this
approach is the one most likely to cultivate the intelligence and the
judgment of the site-level actors.  What could more devoutly be wished
for than this conception of educational accountability that is itself
educative?    

The current wave of reform, as well as the current manifestations
of accountability and accreditation in teacher education that follow this
wave of reform, are, in my view, tilted too far towards the crown. 
Taking Arendt’s advice, and thinking what we are doing, I would rather
eat the apple than wear the crown.  That may not be your preference. 
The issue here, however, is not what you or I prefer, but whether there
are sufficient merits in either approach to justify making a choice
available.  In that regard, I hope I have offered a worthy argument on
behalf of the apple.  
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